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To survive in the jungle, one of the world’s harshest and
most inhospitable places, your two priorities are clear:
water and shelter. Without these, you won’t make it a
single night.
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Deep within the jungle, sources of fresh water are hard
to come by. Keep an eye out for any fallen leaves which
have caught pools of rainwater and drink them straight
away. You need to drink around 10 litres of water a day
to stay alive in this raging heat.

91 Before darkness falls, build a shelter high up off the
99 ground to avoid tigers and other predators overnight.
108 Banana leaves make an excellent shelter from the rain
116 and vines will hold together your hammock whilst
118 you sleep.

Quick Questions
1. What are the two priorities of jungle survival?

2. Find and copy a phrase which the author uses to
show that the jungle can be deadly.


3. Why do you think the guide advises to build a
shelter ‘before darkness falls’?


4. Sum up the key points of this text in 15 words
or less.
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Answers
1. What are the two priorities of jungle survival?
Accept: ‘water’ and ‘shelter’.
2. Find and copy a phrase which the author uses to
show that the jungle can be deadly.
Accept any relevant phrase from the text,
such as ‘one of the world’s harshest and most
inhospitable places’ or ‘you won’t make it a
single night’.
3. Why do you think the guide advises to build a
shelter ‘before darkness falls’?
Accept answers which discuss that it
is easier and safer to build whilst light
/ predators come out after dark so
you need to be sheltered by then.
4. Sum up the key points of this text in 15 words
or less.
Accept any decent summary within 15 words
or less, such as: ‘to survive in the inhospitable
jungle your priorities are water and shelter.’
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